The introduction of printing and printed works in America formed an important aspect of the transplantation of European intellectual and spiritual currents to the New World. First in Europe, and later in America, the printing press found a wide variety of applications. For the church it represented a rapid means of spreading the cult among the faithful, and of improving communications with its widely dispersed clergy. For institutions of learning the press meant larger libraries and new opportunities for disseminating the fruits of scholarly labors. Political life discovered in the press a new forum, and a powerful tool for swaying public attitudes. Finally> the world of printing served man's sense of delight. Works of creative secular literature circulated and were read, and soon it was discovered that the printed page might be a thing of beauty in itself, just as the older illuminated manuscripts. The graphic arts were born, and spread wherever the press went 1 . The purpose of the present article is to explore the uses to which the printing press was put in Central America from the year of its introduction in the capital city of Santiago de los Caballeros up until Independence from Spain in 1821. The subject carries importance not only from the point of view of the history of printing, but with respect to the development of cultural life in general during the period of Spanish domination. The printed works which have survived since that time bear witness to the cultural preoccupations of a bygone age, evoking a world of letters different in many respects from our own, and one not lacking in beauty and charm. A cultural history written without taking them into account would be incomplete.
Not all the printed works that circulated in colonial Spanish Ame- rica had been published there; many came by ship from Europe. Irving A. Leonard and others have documented and studied shipments of books from Spain to different American cities, especially Lima and Mexico during the late sixteenth century 2 . We know little, on the other hand, about the period after 1700, or about the book trade to cities outside New Spain and Peru. For the kingdom of Guatemala -as colonial Central America was called -no book consignments are known, although such shipments certainly took place. Occasionally, Inquisition records provide some insight by preserving lists of confiscated books. Thus we discover, for example, that at least one Guatemalan reader had access to a copy of the novelMo/I Flanders. Nevertheless, as an instrument for the repression of undesired literature, the Inquisition proved tame, and very few confiscations took place 3 . So for Guatemala we must work without recourse to library inventories or lists of book shipments. Sources for the study of what was published in America are, by contrast, extremely rich, and Guatemala forms no exception to this rule. 1912*. These painstaking catalogues represent the single most important key to the colonial world of letters we possess. In quality they compare more than favorably to similar bibliographies assembled for Spain itself during the same period 5 . The catalogues are, of course, lists of books, fully comparable with the ships' registers studied by Leonard and his followers. But perhaps because the domestic American production of printed materials has been judged more cumbersome, or less glamorous then the overseas trade, no works to my knowledge have carried this study beyond the stage of inventory.
Book Imports during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries
The book consignments to various American destinations studied by Leonard and others in the works already cited, while not bearing directly on Guatemala, are sufficiently similar to one another to suggest that they might also be representative for the book trade between Spain and Central America. If any doubts existed about the presence of such a trade, a single fact would suffice to dispel them: not a single 4 Bible was published in colonial Centred America. Many books were obviously imported.
Religion governed colonial reading habits. Theological, philosophical-moral, and devotional works accounted for 60 to 85 percent of all titles imported 6 . Manuals and guides for the training of clergy, catechisms, collections of sermons, and of course Bibles occupied a conspicuous place, as well as the writings of church fathers and theologians: Basilius Magnus, Cajetan, St. Thomas Aquinas, Dionysius, St. Athanasius, St. Augustine, Gregory the Great, and others 7 . Such works were obviously aimed at a clerical audience, reflecting the central role of secular hierarchy and the religious orders in the circulation of books. Conventual libraries formed the largest colonial repositories, and perhaps the principal market. The regular orders showed a preference for their own authors. Helga von Kügelgen Kröpfinger, working from a 1586 book consignment to New Spain, notes the large number of works written by members of the regular clergy, especially Franciscans (Diego de Estella, Fray Antonio de Guevara, Martin de Azpilcueta, Felipe Diez) and Dominicans (Fray Luis de Granada, Domingo Bänez, Domingo de Soto), followed by the Augustinians (Fray Luis de Leön, Alonso de Orozco) and Jesuits (Petrus Canisius, Francisco de Toledo) 8 .
Well-known moral and philosophical works imported into the colonies included Boethius' Consolation, Juan de Torre's Filosofia moral de principes, and the works of Erasmus and several Spanish humanists 9 . Juan Luis Vives enjoyed great popularity: in 1583 alone, one hundred copies of his Instruction de la mujer cristiana were sent to Lima 10 . Popular devotional works were the hagiographies, especially the Flos sanctorum, and collections of sermons, among which those of Gabriel Biel occupied a position of prominence 11 .
Non-ecclesiastical titles demanded in America included historical 16 .
Generally speaking, most works of European authorship had to be imported. The explanation for this does not lie so much in Spain's pursuit of a monopolistic policy in this regard, as in the limited 9ize of the colonial book market. There were too few readers to justify native editions of books that could more cheaply be imported. In Guatemala, as we shall see, few new editions were printed of Old-World classics. For such works, Guatemala continued to rely on Spain throughout the colonial period. 
Legal Considerations
The laws relating to the book trade between Spain and America are contained in Book I> Title XXIV of the Laws of the Indies 17 . General Spanish legislation on printing and the circulation of printed materials can be found in Book VIII, Titles XV-XVIII of the Novtsima recopilaciön de las /eyes de Espana i8 . Many statutes established procedures for licensing and previous censorship, and set out standards for the circulation of printed works. In principle, all printing was subject to royal control; in practice little came of this royal supervision.
The prohibition against "profane and fantastic" literature provides a good example of a law more often violated than observed, and licensing procedures were hardly better enforced. In Guatemala, a certain procedure existed for authorization by ecclesiastical and civil bodies, but not everyone followed it. The arbitrary nature of colonial licensing can best be illustrated by means of an example. When Domingo Juarros, an ordained priest, wished to publish the first volume of his Compendio de la historia de la ciudad de Guatemala, he went to the trouble of obtaining no fewer than five approvals and licenses, both civil and ecclesiastic, a process which lasted almost six years 19 . By contrast, an anonymous pen in 1820 published an attack on a colonial official which began with the words:
Como soy cachorro fiito, quando α los chuchitos veo, alzo la pata y los ηιέο y prosigo micamino.
We may assume that this latter pamphlet appeared without attending to any of the formalities prescribed by law. Nevertheless, the printer of the tract evidently feared no sanctions, since he signed his colophon in the usual way: "Por D. Ignacio Beteta" 20 .
Introduction and Evolution of the Press in Guatemala
Guatemala's first press came from New Spain. It was purchased in the city of Puebla in 1660 for the price of 1538 pesos and a real 21 . Its operator was Jos6 de Pineda Ibarra, brought to Guatemala along with the machine from Puebla. The idea of bringing the press to the Central American capital belonged to Fray Payo de Ribera, named bishop of Guatemala three years earlier. This Augustinian friar from Vallodolid had, at the moment of his appointment, just completed a manuscript treatise over whose publication in Spain he would now no longer be able to preside. It was shortly after his arrival in Guatemala that he sent an emissary off to Puebla in search of a press. Fray Payo's work, the Explicatio apologetica, which deals with the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, was the first book published in Guatemala, appearing in 1663 22 .
Upon the death of Jose de Pineda Ibarra, the printing shop passed to his son Antonio; Pineda father and son enjoyed a monopoly on printing in Guatemala for more than fifty years. It was not until 1714 or 1715 that one or perhaps two new printers made their first appearance. We may be sure that the press of Antonio de Velasco was operating by 1715, but the existence of a third press, in the convent of San Francisco, is less clear. The convent obtained a license to operate a press in 1714, and Fray Francisco Väzquez' famous Cronica de la provincia del Santtsimo Nombre de Jesus de Guatemala was printed in the same year, "con privilegio en Guatemala en la Imprenta de San Francisco" 23 . On the Other hand, however, Vazquez' chronicle was the only book, and one of the few publications of any kind, to bear the stamp of the convent. Medina believed that a Franciscan press may have continued to oper- ate until 1771, but another historian (Stole) doubts that one ever existed in the first place, and argues that works bearing the Franciscan stamp might just as well have been published in the workshop of Pineda. To further confuse the issue, the Guatemalan writer Victor Miguel Diaz claims categorically that the Franciscan press was fitted out in a "spacious room to the north of the De Profuttdis and the library" of the convent, "to one side of the chapel of San Buenaventura" 24 . In any case, there were never more than three printing presses operating at the same time in Guatemala during the colonial period, as Figure 1 shows. pres9 from the period survives. The shops clearly had access to a variety of typefaces, vignets, and ornaments, but it is doubtful if they were equipped to cast their own type. Similar doubts exist with regard to the paper and ink used. According to Stols, colonial printers made their own ink from oil, turpentine, and lampblack until well into the nineteenth century, but Lujän thinks it was imported. Emilio Valtön, writing about sixteenth-century Mexico, asserts that paper and ink both were imported from Spain, an affirmation made for Guatemala by Diaz 25 . Equally unclear is whether the Guatemalan presses underwent any technical evolution during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Guatemala never had a guild of booksellers. The distribution of printed materials remained in the hands of the printers themselves, who also established the prices. In 1788, when then Archbishop Cayetano Francos y Monroy ordered a new edition of the diocesan Manual for Parish Priests, the church did not assume responsibility for distributing it. Instead, Francos y Monroy issued an edict directing all priests to go to the office of the printer -in the capital -to buy it within six months' time from the date of publication, "not only for the main churches (cabeceras), but also for their respective annexes" 26 . Since the archdiocese at the time counted between 400 and 500 cabeceras and annexes, we can form an idea of the number of copies printed. According to one estimate, most works might have been printed in editions of 200 to 500 copies, a number which may have been larger in the case of some novenas, catechisms, or loose sheets 27 . In the much larger city of Mexico, the largest known edition -it was a work of devotional literature -reached 16,000 copies. Fray Manuel Sänchez' Regia de San Francisco also achieved very wide circulation with an edition of 3,000 copies 28 . It is very unlikely that any Guatemalan edition was printed in such quantities. ") Diaz, Historie de la imprenta, pp. 9,18; Lujin Munoz, Pineda Ibarra y la primera imprenta, pp. 37-41; Stols, La introduction de la imprenta, p. 7; Emilio Valtön, "Algunas peculiaridades tipogräficas de los impresos mexicanos del siglo XVI", in: IV Centenario de la imprenta en Mexico 
Types of Works Printed
Four principal catalogues exist for the colonial period in Guatemala 29 . In decreasing order of importance we have the bibliographies of Jos£ Toribio Medina (2,461 titles), Gilberte Valenzuela (130), Arturo Taracena Flores (93), and Jos£ Luis Reyes Monroy (7). Combining these lists we arrive at a total corpus of 2,691 colonial printed works. I<or purposes of generalization and synthesis I have attempted to classify these works by type. The system of classification was not decided in advance, but was developed inductively, and adapted to Guatemalan practice. I rapidly came to the conclusion that the system followed by Leonard in his articles on the book trade was much too simple, and in fact anachronistic. Leonard only distinguishes three categories: ecclesiastical, secular non-fiction, and belles-lettres, classifications which not only overlap, but which fail to recognize the omnipresence of the church in all branches of writing, which makes the distinction ecclesiastical/non-ecclesiastical difficult to sustain.
In fact, we find the church everywhere. In the first place of course it published theological, philosophical, and moral treatises; pastoral letters, manuals and guides for the clergy; breviaries and missals; and a whole range of popular devotional literature. But aside from this, friars and priests occupied themselves in all fields of letters and learning: 80 percent of the colonial biographies, all the publications dealing with Indian languages, and the majority of chronicles, histories, and geographical descriptions were drafted by religious pens. The University was Royal, but also Catholic (Real y Pontificia), having its roots in the religious colegios. The state itself, secular as it may have seemed, was headed by "His Catholic Majesty", reason enough why we would search the bibliographies in vain for non-Catholic books and sheets.
The scheme for classifying colonial works could therefore not be based on the simplistic division into ecclesiastical and secular writings: the purely secular would have disappeared under a flood of religious. Accordingly, I have preferred to develop a different system, based on the genres actually identified in Guatemala during the colonial period. This scheme appears in Table 1 , along with the frequency distribution (number of titles) for each category.
Ecclesiastical Works
We may judge the ecclesiastical orientation of colonial letters by the fact that one out of three titles published fell directly within the ambit of the church: theological and moral treatises, manuals for the clergy, internal documents, and works of popular devotional literature.
This prolific religiosity failed to produce works of notable originality; more precisely, there was no attempt at originality. For its theological, moral, and philosophical literature, Guatemala depended completely upon Spain. Only a tiny number of treatises went to press in Guatemala, and even then most of them were simply local editions of well-known European works. Such was the case, for example, with L0pez del Redal y Carillo's Compendio theolögico-moral, which by the time it was published in Guatemala (1753) had.already gone through three editions in Spain. Other re-editions of Spanish works included Fray Antonio de la Anunciaciön's popularizing Desengano para todos, y especialmente para las mujeres (1676) and the 42-page booklet Explication del precepto mäs ignorado del amor al prbximo by Fray Juan de Jesus Maria (1777). Similarly, Martini's Instruction sobre el misterio de la eucaristia como sacrificio (1801) is a translation of an Italian work.
Treatises by native authors were even rarer. Bishop Payo de Ribera's Explicatio apologetica, as we have already seen, was actually written in Spain. One eighteenth-century Guatemalan professor of Thomist philosophy wrote a four-volume textbook for use in his classes, entitled Philosophia D. Thomae Aquinatis (1792), but he apparently did this only in response to student protests against being required to copy his lectures verbatim 30 . Of two other Guatemalan treatises, only the title pages were ever printed: P. Miguel Gutierrez, Disputationes in octo arlisphicos libros de physico auditu (1748) and P. Estanisiao de Ruanoba, Candidum puritatis lilium (undated). Curiously, the problem of baptizing aborted children attracted the most intense attention of Central America's moralists. Three separate works appeared on this theme between 1756 and 1818, and one of these, Pedro Jose de Arrese's Rudimentos fisico-candnico-morales . . . sobre el bautismo de fetos abortivos, y operation cesärea en las mugeres, que mueren embarazadas (1768), even reached a second edition. Guatemala's rare original works content themselves with addressing modest questions: speculative theology is conspicuously absent.
In contrast to its relative lack of theological curiosity, we find the church quite active in the publication of its internal communications. Charters, patents, edicts, pastoral letters, acts of capitular synods and the like accounted for almost seven percent of all colonial printed works. To this category also belong the statutes of the religious orders, the lay confraternities and craft guilds, as well as reports on the internal affairs of convents and hospitals. The administrators of the Hospital of San Juan de Dios, for example, published frequent statements regarding the numbers of patients it admitted, and the state of its finances.
Numerous editions were also made of breviaries and missals for use by the parish clergy, all in Latin. From the late eighteenth century onwards, several competing editions underwent frequent reprinting, sometimes once a year. The most popular was Villageliu's Directorium Divini Officii, et Misae (nineteen editions), followed at a distance by Pedrosa's Ad divinum officium (ten), and several others. Aside from these general works covering the entire ecclesiastical year, a series of shorter pamphlets dealt with specific masses, such as a Die XXII. Januarii infesto Sancti Vicentii levitae, et martyris, ad Missam. These breviaries and missals together accounted for some three percent of the colonial titles.
Five manuals for priests have been conserved from the colonial period. Three of them are different editions of the same work, the 262-page Manual para administrar los Santos Sacramentos (1665) by the rector of the parish of San Sebastian in the capital city, Nicoläs Alvarez de Vega. This manual was eventually replaced by the 613-page Manual de pärrocos ordered published in 1788 by Archbishop Francos y Monroy, and containing the first significant liturgical revisions in 123 years, illustrating once more the conservatism of the Guatemalan hierarchy. The parish manuals stressed the outward formalities of the liturgy; only one publication approached the spirit and objectives of a particular sacrament. This was Archbishop Cortes y Larraz' Instruccidn pasto-ral sobre el metodo practica de administrar confruto el Santo Sacramento de la penitencia (1773). Again, the author of this reflective work was a native of Aragön, not Guatemala.
Not surprisingly, in view of the large religious community, a number of publications addressed the formation of the clergy, especially the novices of the regular orders. An early example is the Cartilla, y doctrina espiritual, para la crianza, y educaciön de los novicios que tomaren el häbito en la Orden de Nuestro Padre San Francisco (c. 1670). Guides existed for the education of nuns as well as friars, such as an eighteenthcentury Cartilla de doctrina religiosa -Para las nines que dessean ser monjas. These books of clerical instruction did not risk wearying their readers with excessive detail, ranging in length between thirty and sixty pages.
Sermons and descriptions of special festivities formed another typically ecclesiastical genre. The texts of 59 sermons and 48 celebrations have been conserved, four percent of the colonial titles. Sermons and festivities went hand in hand; no festivity lacked its corresponding sermon. The canonization of a new saint might form the occasion for elaborate celebrations, such as those organized in Guatemala to observe the canonization of Saint Peter of Alcantara and Saint Rose of Lima. In the published versions of such festivities we find bows to the literary canons of the Spanish baroque. The "descripciön poetica" of the canonization of Saint Serapion began with the lines:
Rasgue el clarin de la Fama Esos transparentes velos Que en las etereas regiones Debil dejö firmamento.
More solemn observances followed the death of a monarch or the assumption of a new one. The description of the mock funeral and catafalque erected to Ferdinand VI in 1760 extended over more than 150 pages. When Charles ΙΠ assumed the throne, the capital of Guatemala was ready with a separate celebration, described in a 62-page book published in 1761. The city of Sonsonate combined both of these observances in its Plausibles fiestas reales, published as a quarto volume of 208 pages in 1762.
The most numerous of the religious publications of the colonial period concerned works of devotional literature. A number of different genres existed the most popular of which was that of the novenas, devotional excercises spread over a nine-day cycle, and including prayers, readings, litanies, and other pious acts directed to the Heavenly Father, the Virgin Mary, or other saints. The completion of a novena was rewarded with indulgences: in fact all the devetional works normally included a printed summary of the indulgences to be gained through completion of the excercise in question.
Novenas alone accounted for more than six percent of all titles published, thus far outnumbering all works of economics, law, medicine, and other branches of applied knowledge combined. We may assume that they achieved much larger editions as well, a key to priorities among the educated public.
This public saw powerful advocates in the saints whom they thus addressed. The Virgin Mary -and not Christ -occupied the undisputed place of honor, accounting for between a quarter and a third of all published novenas. The cult of the Virgin in Guatemala emphasized submission in the face of adversity: the Virgin appears not as the Queen of Heaven, but in her suffering and consoling roles. The most popular novena directed itself to the Lady of Sorrows, while others reinforced the conception of Mary as the advocate of the downtrodden (Nuestra Senora del Socorro, de la Misericordia, del Refugio, de la Soledad, de los Remedies, de la Consolacion, de los Desamparados, de los Pobres, de la
Merced -«contra todas nuestras calamidades»).
Similarly, the relatively few novenas devoted to Christ avoid the subject of the Passion in favor of such benign portrayals as the Santo Nino, Cristo Buen Pastor, or attributes such as the Heart or Name of Jesus. In these Guatemalan devotions we find none of the graphic dramatism of Christ's physical suffering characteristic of Mexican colonial portrayals of the Savior 31 .
Guatemala's novenas invoked a host of lesser saints for specific remedies and protection: San Emidio and San Cristobal against earthquakes; Santa Barbara for storms and lightning; San Roque, San Rafael, and San Sebastian against disease (Santa Lucia in the case of eye ailments). San Jerönimo, Santa Irene, and San Juan Nepomuceno guarded against temptations of the flesh, and sinners continued to find their best advocate in the Magdalena. Santa Heuvige de Polonia aided those in debt, and Santa Rita de Casia was the advocate of impossible causes.
Other devotional forms than the nine-day novenas offered shorter cycles, such as the rosarios, coronas (rosarios of seven decades), and tiaras (three coronas). The tiaras were always dedicated to San Joaquin, and symbolized his three greatest joys. Other exercises besides the tiaras often took a form associated with a single devotion. The triduos lasted three days, and were always observed as a preparation for the day of the Virgin of Guadalupe. The two seisenas of which we have notice both honored San Luis Gonzaga. The majority of the septenas commemorated the Holy Blood of Christ, and the trecenas recalled the thirteen days of Santa Catalina's imprisonment.
Variations on these spiritual excerdses were endless, such as the often re-edited Abraham de la Gracia and Candor de la luz eterna. Some presented mysteries in the form of complicated metaphors, for example the Seraphin con seis alas del throno de Christo Sacramentado. Their title pages demonstrate what we would now call marketing instinct and a comprehension of the "product's" public appeal, advertising for example "an easy, brief, and sure path to salvation", or the "the most prodigious in producing miracles". The influence of such publications can hardly be underestimated: together they accounted for fourteen percent of all the printed works of the colonial period, more than all the decrees, reports, laws, and regulations printed by the civil government during the same time.
This brief survey of religious publications leads to the conclusion that the church's principle concern lay in the area of parochial practice, clerical organization, and the encouragement of popular devotion. Theological speculation, by contrast, was almost entirely absent. In a more general context, Claudio V£liz has noted that Latin America is "the most extensive and populous region in the world never to have generated a systematic, 'exportable' religion" of its own, or even to have experienced a significant degree of religious nonconformity 32 . We find a perfect example of this conservatism in the complacency of Catholic letters as practiced in colonial Central America, where no departures from inherited Spanish practice found their way into print.
The University and Letters
: If any such departures were to be found, we might look for them in the intellectual, or academic sphere, in the form of publications. In fact, the biggest single patron of Guatemala's colonial printing shops was the Royal and Pontifical University of San Carlos, which opened its doors in 1681. Lesser clients included the colleges attached to the Jesuit, Franciscan, Dominican, and Mercedarian convents of the capital. But these theologically and philosophically oriented institutions can hardly be said to have produced original works of learning. Nor was it even the printing of textbooks that kept the presses churningfew of these appeared in Guatemala. Rather it was the ritual stream of ornate theses and thesis-sheets (ίαήα$) printed at the expense of graduating students. Another group of academic clients was composed by those teachers and would-be teachers who entered the competitions held to fill University appointments: to enter such a competition it was necessary to submit a list of propositions to be publicly defended.
The principal role of the press in academic life consisted in the reproduction of such formalistic documents. Thesis-sheets and University titles account for almost half of all colonial printed works. Since all appeared in Latin, this language became the one most frequently used in printing generally, an irony in a land where the majority of the population still did not know Spanish.
Most theses limited themselves to a simple one-page announcement of one or a few propositions to be defended in a public ceremony, but some went further, setting out dozens or even hundreds of points covered in the academic courses. Such theses also had a purely ceremonial function, as they were defended collectively by an entire class of students. Each student would order his own copies of the printed version. On the title page a space was left open to accommodate the appropriate name of the graduate in question. No copy mentioned the names of the other students who defended the same thesis: they passed in this way from hand to hand. The 1785 thesis Assertationes philosophiae mentis et sensuum mechanicae, ad usus physicos accomodate was defended by at least eleven persons in different years.
These longer theses, which all date from the late eighteenth century, include certain departures from scholasticism, reflecting the influence of the intellectual currents of the European Enlightenment. In this respect Guatemala imitated eighteenth-century Castile, where university reforms took place under the patronage of the "enlightened" ministers of Charles ΠΙ. In Castile, the curriculum was modernized to include Newton and Galileo, algebra and experimental physics 33 . So in Guatemala, late eighteenth-century theses began to defend propositions of the new, non-Aristotelian, physics. While currents of the Enlightenment thus entered Guatemalan academic culture, they did not lead -as in some parts of Europe -to a rupture between science and received doctrine. Instead they were incorporated in true medieval fashion into the existing framework 34 y oraciones en lengua kiche. This neglect stands in sharp contradiction with the statement made by Leonard that the primary function of the local American presses "was to facilitate the work of evangelization by the Church among the Indians through printing the catechisms, dictionaries, grammars, and pietistic literature needed by the missionaries" 36 . Fewer than one-third of one percent of the works printed in colonial Guatemala fit into the category described by Leonard. Printed culture in the colony looked towards the European metropolis, and sought its place in the Latin West of the Middle Ages, not in the Indian countryside of the New World. Calculated on the basis of numbers of titles published, Latin was the prime language of the Guatemalan press, followed closely by Spanish. Indian languages remained practically ignored by the press. Of greater importance for the development of original letters than the University were the monasteries and cathedral. The regular and secular clergy produced a literature of their own. The most commonly practiced genre was that of the chronicles and descriptions. The two principal works published in Guatemala were Fray Francisco Väz-quez' Chronica de la Provincia del Santissimo Nombre de Jesus de Guatemala (2 vols., 1714-1716) and Domingo Juarros' Compendio de la historia de la ciudad de Guatemala (2 vols., 1808-1818) 37 . Both are religious chronicles, although Juarros' wide interests make his Compendio a sort of Guatemalan encyclopedia for the late colonial period. Vazquez' work in particular reflects a medieval outlook on history in its combination of historicism and episodical treatment, and its attention to rhetorical artifice. The Chronicle consists of five books, supposedly corresponding to the Pentateuch, but the order of the episodes which make up the history is arbitrary. Vazquez makes use of the rhetorical devices of Spanish mannerism, including the hyperbaton in the style of Göngo-ra.
Biographies were also by and about religious, the only exception being a twenty-page anonymous (?) tract on El herotsmo militar del Excmo. Sr. D. Antonio GonzalezMollinedoy Saravio . . . en ladesastrosa revolution de Nueva Espana (1813). Manuel Lobo's Relation de la vida y virtudes del V. Hermano Pedro de San Joseph Betancurt (1667), described the life of the father of the Belemite religious order, and became the most famous Guatemalan biography. It was one of very few works to attract attention outside Central America, going into a Sevillan edition in 1673, and a second one in Guatemala in 1735.
Imaginative prose and poetry remained underdeveloped genres. A Dominican Friar, Diego Saenz Ovecuri, published his Thomasiada al Sol de la Iglesia, an epic poem honoring Thomas Aquinas, in 1667. The work lacks unity: according to David Vela, it serves as primarily as a showcase for different verse forms, including as many as 150 different metric combinations, "all those previously known in Castilian literature, and several more, invented by the author" 38 .
Secular verse only began to appear in the early nineteenth century, the most prolific poet being Simön Bergano y Villegas. His exhortatory poems reveal him more as a social improver and patriot than as a particularly gifted writer. A seventy-page didactic poem entitled "La vacuna, canto dirigido a los jovenes . . . con una silva de economia politica" (1808) The most representative work of secular prose may have been Antonio Paz Salgado's brief picaresque work El mosqueador ο abanico con visas de espejo, para ahuyentary representar todogenero de tontos, moledores y majaderos (1742 plus two subsequent editions). All told, nevertheless, we only know of thirteen colonial works of poetry or imaginative literature, about one-half of one percent of all titles printed.
Applied Knowledge
The secularizing tendency noted in the literary efforts of a Bergano y Villegas or a Paz Salgado, while very weak in Guatemala compared to the weight of religious traditionalism, also found expression in works of applied or useful knowledge. Here again, we find the influence of "enlightened" ideas. In Spanish America as in Spain, "Economic Societies of Friends of the Country" stood in the foreground of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, fomenting useful knowledge in service of economic progress. Guatemala also had its Economic Society: beginning in the 1790s it promoted economic publications. Of the 36 economic writings known to have been published in colonial Guatemala, 13 were internal documents of the Society, and 8 others were scientific publications sponsored by it. The remaining 15 were not published by the Society, but many were written by members or otherwise showed the Society's influence. These publications have a markedly didactic tone. By various means, including public competitions, the Society tried to get Guatemalan intellectuals to think of ways to improve the economic situation of their country. Prize-winning essays published under the aegis of the Society included Fray Matias de Cordova's Utilidades de que todos los indios y ladinos se vistan y calcen a la espanola, y medios de conseguirlo sin violencia, coaccion, ni mandate (1798) and Fray Jose Antonio Goicoechea's Memoria sobre los medios de destruir la mendicidad, y de socorrer los verdaderos pobres de esta capital (1797). Significantly, both authors were friars: the clergy played a leading role even in the seemingly secular area of economic thought.
Almanacs and calendars made up a second type of "practical" literature: the earliest conserved example is Fray Joaquin Calderon de la Barca's Almanaque y pronostico para el ano de 1715, but the majority belong to the period 1803-1815. Beteta's annual Kaiendario y guia de Gua-temala y sus provincias was the classic in its sort, and usually ran to about 150 pages.
We only know of six works in the field of arithmetic, of which the earliest is a Noticia breve de todas las reglas mäs principales de la aritmetica practica (237 pages), published in 1732. Its author, Juan Jose de Padilla, was a member of the Cathedral Chapter, and was also responsible for installing one of Guatemala's first public clocks, in a tower belonging to the diocesan seminary. Although his handbook claimed to be "practical", Padilla could not resist including a final chapter on the "Excelencias del numero siete". Most guides to arithmetic appeared at the same time as the almanacs and economic essays, from the 1790s onwards. For those unable to master their subtleties, Juan Hipolito Sanchez published a one-page table for calculating the interest on capital up to a thousand pesos, "very useful for those who cannot count, and for those who can, it saves a great deal of trouble". Perhaps the most famous single publication of the colonial period in Guatemala was a work on medicine. In 1782 Jose Flores published his discovery of a cure for cancer; Especifico nuevamente descubierto en el Reino de Guatemala para la curacion radical del horrible mal de cancro. The treatment, which consisted in eating a certain newt or salamander peculiar to Lake Amatitlän, created something of an international stir. Re-editions of Flores' study came out in Mexico and Madrid in the same year; translations in French and Italian appeared in 1784. Had the cure truly proved effective, it would have led to the creation of a new export industry for the villages on the shores of the lake, something which never happened. Related works did not duplicate the novelty of Flores' discovery. Of seven other colonial publications on medicine, four had to do with the diagnosis and treatment of smallpox, a field in which Guatemalan physicians lagged behind their European counterparts. The 1780 publication of a translation of La Condamine's Methodo de la inoculation de las viruelas followed the original appearance in French by 26 years.
Practical legal guides followed a similar trajectory. The first was Antonio Paz Salgado's Instruction de litigantes, ο guta para seguir pleitos (1742), followed by three others in the early nineteenth century. Of these, two were documents connected with the organization of the Colegio de Abogados, founded in Guatemala in 1810. The final work in this field was the four-volume textbook Instituciones de derecho real de Castilla y de Indias (1818) by Jose Maria Alvarez, professor oilnstituta at the University of San Carlos. Alvarez, while nowhere departing from the authority of the Code of Justinian, was commended by his censor for "indefatigable patience" in compiling the relevant laws of Castile and the Indies 40 . Eminently "useful" and "practical" publications were the periodical papers, which carried not only news, but articles on agriculture, economy, and politics. Their chronology as well as their contents identify them as one of the principle manifestations of the Enlightenment in Guatemala. The first to appear was the Gazeta de Guatemala, which enjoyed an ephemeral existence in 1729-1730, only to disappear again for almost fifty years. It returned in 1797, and continued to appear regularly until 1816, when it ceased publication for a second time in an atmosphere of uncertainty about the political future of the colony. On the eve of Independence, two more explicitly patriotic journals came to take its place: the weekly Amigo de la Patria (1820-1822) and El Editor Constitutional (1820-1821; name changed in 1821 to El Genio de la Patria).
It is easy to trace a continuity between the appearance of periodical papers, the publishing activities of the Economic Society, and the emergence of a political movement for Independence, which was achieved without struggle in 1821. In this sense, the currents of the Enlightenment presaged the ultimate divorce from Spain. On the other hand, an examination of "enlightened" printed works leads to the conclusion that this movement was weak and superficial, even among intellectual members of the Creole elite. Throughout the colonial period, religious traditionalism completely overshadowed concern for secular renewal or applied knowledge of any kind. Even if all economic publications, medical pamphlets and books, legal manuals, almanacs, periodicals, and guides to arithmetic and military science are all added together, they still only account for three percent of all colonial titles, a negligible appendage to the religious world of Central American letters. 40 ) Ram6n A. Salazar, Historia del desenvohimiento intelectual de Guatemala (Guatemala 1897), p. 117.
Civil Authority
In contrast to the explosion of political literature which followed Independence, the colonial administration was slow to take to the press as a means of arousing popular opinion. Only about thirteen percent of Guatemala's colonial publications had to do with questions of government, putting them a distant third in numerical importance to those of the much more active University and Church. About 95 percent of these governmental publications concerned decrees and bureaucratic organizational instruments, although a small number of legal briefs appeared, as well as some privately printed memoriales de servicios calling attention to the civic virtues of the individuals who paid to have them printed, usually in the hope of some official reward. Only towards the end of the colonial period did openly political appeals to public opinion begin to appear, as the hopes and fears of Independence started to occupy the mind of the reading public. Of course the last measure printed in the colony addressed this question most urgently: it was the Declaration of Independence from Spain.
The Eighteenth-Century "Boom" in Printing
The chronological development of colonial printing presents us with an interesting problem of historical interpretation (Table 2) . After a century of stability following the introduction of the press in 1660, printing experienced a great surge in the second half of the eighteenth century which lasted until the end of the colonial period. This "boom", moreover, was not peculiar to Guatemala, but we find it in other Spanish American centers as well (Figure 2) . The surge in printing activity cannot be attributed to "supply-side" changes. The period did not witness significant technical innovations, and the number of printing shops -at least in Guatemala -did not increase. We must therefore search for an explanation in the area of a significant rise in the demand for printing services.
Several factors may have combined to stimulate such demand. In the first place, we should view the growth of printing against the background of an expanding export economy. Indigo, the principal export crop of Central America, went through a steady rise in production during the eighteenth century. Around 1700, Guatemalan ex- Table 3. ports of this dyestuff may have reached 600,000 pounds per year 41 . By 1797, when a peak was apparently achieved, annual exports had more than doubled, to some 1,300,000 pounds 42 . Since the lion's share of this trade passed through the hands of Guatemala City's chief merchants, the capital's Creole elite -from whose ranks many of the reading public were presumably drawn-must have received a significant impulse. ., Coinciding with this export expansion, we also find an expanding internal economy, reflected in a general population increase similar to that experienced elsewhere in Spanish America during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In Central America, this demographic growth took place most rapidly in the Spanish-dominated indigo-growing areas and in the capital city itself. According to one contemporary observer, the population of Guatemaly City increased from some 24,000 to more than 30,000 in the brief period between 1795 and 1800 or 1808 43 . Since most schools of importance were located in the capital and the Spanish centers of El Salvador, the literate population must have grown disproportionately. It was also during this period that new schools came into being, such as the diocesan schools of San Jos£ de Calasanz and San Casiano, both of which opened their doors in 1797 44 .
Related to the schools, a third favorable factor might have been the impact of the Enlightenment, which opened up new fields of learning. We see this impact most clearly in such periodical papers as the Gazeta de Guatemala and the publications of the Economic Society, but the preceding examination of the output of the press and the content of printed materials, even during the height of the Guatemalan Enlightenment, leads us to conclude that this aspect of colonial publishing represented only a tiny fragment of the whole. Table 2 shows that publications dealing with economics and other forms of "useful knowledge" accounted for less than five percent of the titles which appeared during the final half century of the colonial regime. By this measure the Enlightenment appears as a small eddy in the scholastic mainstream which continued to dominate Spanish culture in America.
Nowhere is this more evident than in Guatemalan academic circles. The University -whose foundation followed the introduction of the press by only a few years -played a central role in the printing boom. In the second half of the eighteenth century, theses and thesis-sheets made up the majority of published works: the growth of publishing ran parallel to a rise in the number of University graduates.
How should we explain this rapid academic expansion at the end of the eighteenth century? Lanning overoptimistically attributes the rise in the number of graduates to the "penetration of eighteenth-century philosophy" 45 . An alternative explanation seems more likely. Just as in Spain, the Guatemalan University offered a program of studies oriented towards careers in the clergy and royal bureaucracy. Degrees in philosophy, theology, and canon law pointed in the direction of an ecclesiastical career, while canon and civil law formed appropriate courses of study for entry into the bureaucracy. An analysis of some two thousand baccalaureates awarded in the kingdom of Guatemala during the colonial period shows that philosophy attracted the greatest number of students, followed at a distance by theology, civil law, and canon law. Medicine and pharmacy -the other two types of degrees granted -remained far behind. Chronologically, the distribution by faculties did not change significantly under the influence of the Enlightenment (Table 3) .
In fact, the surge of the University and the accompanying printing boom had less to do with the Enlightenment than with a sharp rise in ecclesiastical revenues as a result of the late colonial economic expansion mentioned above. The prime source of church incomes lay in the parishes in the form of tithes, altar fees, and other contributions on the part of the congregation. These rose rapidly during the eighteenth century, especially after 1750: annual tithes alone increased three-or fourfold 46 .
The clergy -composed of a relatively small episcopal hierarchy and a much larger group of beneficed and auxiliary priests and private 45 chaplains -lived from these revenues. When they increased, the effect was to attract many new candidates for clerical appointments. At the same time, however, the number of benefices to which these candidates could aspire only grew marginally: the composition of the cathedral chapter hardly changed, and the parish structure inherited from previous centuries proved resistant to further subdivision 47 . The value of a benefice therefore rose, while the number of benefices remained relatively static. Since benefices were awarded on the basis of open competitions, this situation had the effect of significantly raising entrance requirements for a clerical career. It is in this light that the growth of the University should be seen. An examination of appointments to parochial benefices from the seventeenth through the early nineteenth century shows that a University degree increasingly became a prerequisite for obtaining a clerical benefice 48 . Almost ninety percent of Guatemala's University graduates obtained degrees in the ecclesiastically-oriented faculties of philosophy, theology, and canon law, a proportion which corresponds to the overwhelming role of the church and religion in colonial publishing. The rise of printing and the growth of the University ran exactly parallel to the increase in tithe revenues, and indeed can best be understood in terms of this increase (Figure 3) . It is in this context that we should also see the role of the Enlightenment in colonial culture, less as a motor of intellectual renovation in itself than as a natural byproduct of an increasingly educated clergy.
